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Public Summary:
A surprising portion of both mammalian and Drosophila genomes are transcriptionally paused, undergoing initiation without elongation.
We tested the hypothesis that transcriptional pausing is an obligate transition state between definitive activation and silencing as human
embryonic stem cells (hESCs) change state from pluripotency to mesoderm. Chromatin immunoprecipitation for trimethyl lysine 4 on
histone H3 (ChIP-Chip) was used to analyze transcriptional initiation, and 3' transcript arrays were used to determine transcript
elongation. Pluripotent and mesodermal cells had equivalent fractions of the genome in active and paused transcriptional states (
approximately 48% each), with approximately 4% definitively silenced (neither initiation nor elongation). Differentiation to mesoderm
changed the transcriptional state of 12% of the genome, with roughly equal numbers of genes moving toward activation or silencing.
Interestingly, almost all loci (98-99%) changing transcriptional state do so either by entering or exiting the paused state. A majority of
these transitions involve either loss of initiation, as genes specifying alternate lineages are archived, or gain of initiation, in anticipation of
future full-length expression. The addition of chromatin dynamics permitted much earlier predictions of final cell fate compared to sole
use of conventional transcript arrays. These findings indicate that the paused state may be the major transition state for genes changing
expression during differentiation, and implicate control of transcriptional elongation as a key checkpoint in lineage specification.
Scientific Abstract:
A surprising portion of both mammalian and Drosophila genomes are transcriptionally paused, undergoing initiation without elongation.
We tested the hypothesis that transcriptional pausing is an obligate transition state between definitive activation and silencing as human
embryonic stem cells (hESCs) change state from pluripotency to mesoderm. Chromatin immunoprecipitation for trimethyl lysine 4 on
histone H3 (ChIP-Chip) was used to analyze transcriptional initiation, and 3' transcript arrays were used to determine transcript
elongation. Pluripotent and mesodermal cells had equivalent fractions of the genome in active and paused transcriptional states (
approximately 48% each), with approximately 4% definitively silenced (neither initiation nor elongation). Differentiation to mesoderm
changed the transcriptional state of 12% of the genome, with roughly equal numbers of genes moving toward activation or silencing.
Interestingly, almost all loci (98-99%) changing transcriptional state do so either by entering or exiting the paused state. A majority of
these transitions involve either loss of initiation, as genes specifying alternate lineages are archived, or gain of initiation, in anticipation of
future full-length expression. The addition of chromatin dynamics permitted much earlier predictions of final cell fate compared to sole
use of conventional transcript arrays. These findings indicate that the paused state may be the major transition state for genes changing
expression during differentiation, and implicate control of transcriptional elongation as a key checkpoint in lineage specification.
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